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Plan Files and Vertical Hanging Files
Out-of-the-ordinary storage.
Keep oversized documents neat, orderly, and curl-free with Plan Files in
Steel or Wood. Mayline® offers a variety of stackable units that are ideal for
housing CAD drawings, blueprints, maps, artwork, and any number of other
large documents.
Our sturdy Steel Plan Files feature rugged steel construction, plus a choice
of flush or raised bases, and stackable convenience. Our Wood Plan Files
combine the natural beauty and finish of wood with the strength and
durability of hardwood construction.
For active documents, choose our Vertical Hanging Files, perfect for
engineering and construction applications. Units are either mobile or
mounted, and available in a range of maximum widths.
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Plan Files and Vertical
Hanging Files
Flat-out efficient.
1. C-Files®

Self-contained, steel C-Files have an
integral cap and can be bolted together
for stacking. Drawers have front metal
plan depressor and rear hood. Three sizes
are available in 5- and 10-drawer.

2. Hamilton Unit System™.

HAMILTON UNIT SYSTEM™

With rugged steel construction and
designed for ease of stacking, these
interlocking files have a patented tracing
lifter. Four sizes are available in 5- and
10-drawer configurations, for up to 42” x
72” sheets.

3. Interlocking Files.

Steel Interlocking Files are ideal for storing
tracings, prints, charts, maps, and semiactive reference drawings. There are
three sizes available in 5- and 10-drawer
configurations, and available with front
plan depressors or coated fabric dust
covers.

4. Museum Files.
WOOD PLAN FILES

Self-contained, steel Museum Files
have an integral cap and can be bolted
together for stacking. The paint finish is
formulated to prevent outgassing, and a
fully enclosed cabinet bottom prevents
entry of dust or mold.

5. Wood Plan Files.

For added design appeal, our Wood Plan
Files provide horizontal filing with finished
oak drawer fronts, case sides, and antique
brass drawer pulls, with also feature
hardboard drawer bottoms.

6. Vertical Hanging Files.

Rolling stands are constructed of tubular
steel and finished with an electrostatically
applied high solid polyester paint. Easyto-use clamps grip up to 100 sheets
securely, while clamps and hangers are
interchangeable with other manufacturers’
systems. Clamps are available in 18”, 24”,
30”, 36”, or 42” widths.

generous

Plan Files provide the paper capacity of 1000
sheets of vellum per file, or 100 sheets per
drawer in a 10-drawer file, and 200 sheets per
drawer in a 5-drawer file.

eco-friendly

All Steel Plan Files carry the Intertek® mark
verifying emissions standards certification.
Many of Mayline’s® high-density storage
products are likewise certified for indoor air
quality.

versatile

A wide variety of storage options provide
secure environments for oversized
documents, keeping them neat and orderly.

helpful

Mayline® offers free, design services. We
recommend the best solutions for the needs
and space, develop drawings for floor plans,
and provide a list of all the materials needed
to create an effective storage solution. Call
1-800-822-8037 or email spaceplanning@
mayline.com.

VERTICAL HANGING FILES
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